One of the leading suppliers to global vehicle
original equipment and aftermarket manufacturers.

As one of the leading suppliers to the global vehicle original equipment and aftermarket
manufacturers, Autogem is committed to providing the highest specification exhaust
and catalytic converter fittings. Since the early 1950’s Autogem have been designing,
manufacturing and distributing innovative new parts and solutions to the increasing
demands of emission control technology. Today our manufacturing facilities sit alongside
our UK distribution headquarters providing a unique opportunity for our customers to
buy from source with a European distribution and cataloguing platform. Small parts for
you, big expertise from us focussing on availability, range, quality and service.

Our service ranges from same day delivery to private label global
solutions and this breadth of experience is dependent on the latest
systems and infrastructure. Having spent its first 50 years in Leeds,
Autogem now operates from a highly professional bespoke facility in
Park Royal, London. Whether you wish to distribute the Autogem brand
or are looking to promote your own brand you will find Autogem flexible,
experienced and well prepared for all your needs. More than just a company
with a catalogue, we are a company with real automotive pedigree.
Stock is king at Autogem and we pride ourselves at being one of the largest
global stockholders of fittings anywhere in the world. With over a million
gaskets in stock, thousands of different part numbers in our range and a team
of 70 people dedicated to the service of our customers, we offer a complete
solution to exhaust and catalytic converter manufacturers looking to support
their products with the very best gaskets and fittings. That’s why Autogem
has been at the forefront of the industry since the 1950’s.

+44 (0)20 8838 0910

www.autogem.co.uk

Export Team

Angel Erdozáin Acedo / Navarra-Spain

Karolina Matwiejew / Kielce-Poland

Having studied Economics and Management in Zaragoza, I
went on to spend 23 fantastic years at the catalytic converter
manufacturer AS,SL where I eventually grew to become
one of their most senior sales people. In 2012, I established
Interconsultancy.es where I have specialised working with
some of the top European manufacturers in their respective
fields, focusing on sales growth and a wide remit of commercial
responsibilities.

I have over 4 years’ experience working within the “European
fittings” industry. I have travelled extensively over Europe
and have dealt with some of the largest distributors
and manufacturers of exhaust, catalytic converters and
turbochargers. I am the newest member of the Autogem
Export Team and I am delighted to join a company with such
a strong reputation in its field. Whether it be fittings, kits or
turbocharger parts I look forward to working with you.

Fluent in English, Spanish and Italian, I have 25 years of
experience in the delivery of results in different European
markets and distribution channels, culminating in my role with
companies of the pedigree of Autogem Invicta, where I have
been involved for more than 2 years.

I speak Polish, Russian and English and am learning Spanish.

Hiten Nagar, London Distribution Facility

Adit Chopra, CEO

I have been with Autogem Invicta for almost all my professional
I’m delighted to introduce you to our export team here at
life, starting over 15 years ago in 2000. I have grown within
Autogem Invicta. Alongside my brother Prashant and with the
the company and seen it flourish. Since 2008 I am pleased to
support of our factories in the Far East we have spent 20 years
have become involved in a number of export markets
and
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distribution headquarters in the UK, I look forward to helping
We work in close partnership with the very best companies in
with any export assistance you may require.
our sector and with their increasing technological and logistical
demands we find ourselves ever improving. Thank you for your
continued support and thank you for choosing Autogem.
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